is a nucleus cnaractenstic 01 soviet eirort, inn tns agrarian eitort is far
less developed than industrial effort, as it still is with us in the TLS.A.
The factory is better built and run than the farm. For one thing, the
farm requires so much more. This is partly because the Revolution first
came from organized labour in the factories and the farms at first resisted
the subsequent movement to collectivize their work. At one time the
farmers destroyed their pigs and crops rather than turn them over to the
collectives. We well know how difficult it is to bring any cooperation to
bear upon American farm life, or within it, even now. The Grange came
the nearest of anything we had but it does not flourish.
The agrarian hurdle seems to have been taken by the Soviets, Co-opera-
tive farming is likely to prove the same blessing that socialisation proved
to be in factory industry. The houses of the farm village range about a
central square that might be a beautiful park, with loud-speakers there
connecting each farm group with the voice of their leader and the cultural
efforts of the urban centres. In time, these farm units arc sure to become
the most desirable of all places in which to work and live.
Plans for the new Moscow are still wrong from my standpoint but far
ahead of any city planning I have seen. There is splendid opportunity to
make the city over because no private property nor sentimentality can say
'no' when the great plan requires the blowing up of whole sections of old
buildings. Even sacred old landmarks are blown into the air to make
spacious streets where dirty obscure lanes existed* The scope and liberal
character of the proposed changes and extensions are astonishing.
When completed, Moscow will inevitably be the first city in the world.
But to me, that can only mean something already dated and outlived by
the advanced thought of our today, Broadacres.
All of the new city will be much too high—the same premium put upon
congestion that landlordism places there* And I suppose this is partly be-
cause the industrialist, still clinging to his habits, is ahead of the agrarian
in the U.S.S.R. He is still ahead in our own U.S.A. For some reason^ there
will be regimented areas too in the 'classic* manner, where inevitable
freedom should be. There will be four-storey school-houses—knowledge
factories—where two stories would be too high, And while the entire
outer-belt is a park area, it should be the other way round* The best of
the traditional and official buildings should stand in a big central park,
buildings growing higher as they extend outward into the country*
But much that is splendid is already done—wide avenues and park
spaces. The ancient Moscow Kiver is being walled with cut granite blocks
sweeping in a fine curve from the water to the upper levels* The ancient
Kremlin walls and domes stand nobly above these great new granite*
Moscow subway is a succession of well-planned palatial stations. I
fc the more simple one$j built at first, with columns containing lights,
the* shafts rising and spreading into the overhead. Later ones are richer
and t&sare spacious/The Moscow subway makes the New York subway look
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